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Established in 1923
Currently an 80,000+ BBL/DAY Operation
Sister Refinery Located in Casper, WY
Diversified Corporation – Explorations/Drilling, Pipeline,
Refining, Hotels/Resorts, Cattle Ranches

The Impact of Planning & Scheduling
within a Refinery Setting
Effective planning & scheduling being a key component to
achieving a best-in-class Enterprise Asset Management
practice is typically not disputed amongst maintenance
and reliability professionals.
However, if you ask yourself: What is the true purpose of
our maintenance technicians, and how are they spending
the majority of their time… You may begin questioning
the execution of your conventional wisdom.

The Impact of Planning & Scheduling
within a Refinery Setting
This presentation aims to promote group discussion and
feedback on the following 3 areas:
1) Why should organizations focus time
and budget on an improved P&S
function?
2) Sinclair Oil: Why did we do this…i.e.
what were our pain points?
3) Sinclair Oil: Return on Investment –
What did we achieve?

Best Practices of Planning and
Scheduling

Clearly Defined Processes
Defined Roles and Responsibilities
Asset and Work Priorities
Job Plans
Understanding of Resource Availability
Make it Simple

Best Practices of Planning and
Scheduling
Planning Principles
1 – Separate Department/Group for Planners
2 – Focus on Future Work
3 – Maintain Component Level Files
4 – Estimates Based on Planners Expertise &
Historical Data
5 – Recognize the Skill of the Crafts
6 – Measure Performance with Work Samplings

Best Practices of Planning and
Scheduling
Scheduling Principles
1 – Plan for the Lowest Required Skill Level
2 – Schedules and Job Priorities are Important
3 – Schedule from Forecast of Highest Skills Available
4 – Schedule for Every Work Hour Available
5 – Crew Leader Handles Current Day’s Work
6 – Measure Performance with Schedule Compliance

Sinclair Oil’s Approach

Why did we need it?
Increase Wrench Time

•
–

Constantly looking for Parts/Tools/Materials. Spent more time Moving then Doing.

Decrease Downtime

•
–

Equipment was down longer due to lack of repair materials and resources. (A Plan)

Improve Documentation

•
–

Needed better data for failure analysis, regulatory reporting, and cost control.

Increase Efficiency

•
–

Plant is expanding and labor pool is shallow. Get more done with what we already have.

Move towards Preventative/Predictive Maintenance

•
–

Change from a reactive culture to one that promotes forward thinking.

Reduce Costs

•
–

Increased Bottom Line allows for investment in Capital Projects instead of Reactive
Maintenance.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach

Where did we start?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implement a formal Work Order Process
Hire and Train Planners & Schedulers
Define Roles & Responsibilities
Develop Job Plans and PM’s
Plan and Schedule all work
Achieve Continuous Improvement/Sustainability

Sinclair Oil’s Approach

Product Solutions
IBM Maximo

•
–

Akwire Visual Suite

•
–
–
–
–

•

Implemented in 1999. Currently on version 7.5.0.7 Heavily utilized modules include Assets, Inventory,
Purchasing, and Work Order. All work identification, planning, and failure reporting is done within
Maximo.

vScheduler - Used to schedule general maintenance, project engineering, and inspections work orders.
Viewed on a daily basis in a Operations/Maintenance Scheduling meeting. Schedule changes are made
on the fly with all participants in one room.
vCalendar – Used to manage maintenance employee availability. We enter vacation, floating holiday,
sick time, and other time exceptions to produce an accurate Heat Chart.
vJobPlan – Used to analyze and adjust standard Job Plans.
vTimeSheet – In the process of configuring to enter employee actuals at our Casper Refinery.

Datasplice
–

Warehouse uses handhelds configured with Datasplice for our barcoding system. All parts kitting is
done using this solution.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach

Work Identification
Work is created in Four ways:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Service Request – Work is identified in the field and entered into
Maximo as a Service Request.
PM Records – PM Work Orders are generated on a weekly basis.
Currently at 618 PM records. KPI This!
Equipment Deficiency Report – An EDR is created from an
equipment inspection or loss of containment. Each EDR is given a
Parent Work Order and planned and scheduled accordingly.
Project Request – Each project request is evaluated and ranked. If
the project is approved a Parent Work Order is created and
assigned a Project Manager.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
Service Requests keep things simple and streamlined. We found operators were more
likely to identify work with a simple format. Quality Information = Quality Planning Handoff

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
Continual Focus on PM Record creation. 50 Records created in 2014 YTD.
• Heavy evaluation from Reliability on PM Generation and Execution.
• PM’s provide automation and allow the right work to be done at the right time

Sinclair Oil’s Approach

Work Planning
•

Planners are staffed within multiple Departments.
–

•

We’ve found this level has been acceptable. Planners help out in other areas when workload is
low.

2 Maintenance Project Planners.
–

•

Will your planners be Craft based? Area Based? Or Perhaps Both? Determine what best fits your
organization.

Current Planner/Craftsmen Ratio of 1/20
–

•

departments? Who will supervise them? What will it take to maintain consistency?

6 Maintenance Planners staffed. 5 are Area Based. 1 Craft Based.
–

•

Planners in Maintenance, Engineering, Inspections. Will you be planning work for other

This group was created to manage projects generally less than 1 month in duration and/or
under $1 Million budget. Eases the strain on day to day maintenance planning for higher
complexity jobs.

Work Orders are sent to planning by way of Inbox Assignments.
–

Currently work off of Inbox Assignments. Start Center Queries are also built for their areas.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
Start Center Queries allow planners to view work by status.
- How will you maintain and update these queries? Use Role-Based Templates.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
Planner Responsibilities
•

•

•

Develop Job Tasks and apply them to the Work Order.

–

Scope the jobs with a walk down when needed. This allows for thorough plans and less confusion when
the job package is released.

–

Determine level of detail when tasking the job out. Too much detail can clutter schedule, too little can
inhibit proper scheduling and handoffs.

Apply Time Estimates and Order Materials.
–

Time estimates are used to build a schedule. Determine to what level you want to estimate to. Hour,
Half-Hour, 15 Minutes? The smaller the time increments, the greater the time spent adjusting
schedules. Who will break the time out? The Planner or The Scheduler? Pick one and stay consistent.

–

Spend the time to build an accurate inventory and assign spare parts. This speeds up the material
acquisition time, lessens the load on purchasing, and ensures you have the right materials for the
repair. Maximo can automate work order status based on materials received.

Build a Work Package.
–

Work Packages allow for proper craft handoff. Include relevant drawings, procedures, QA/QC forms,
and a means for planner feedback. The planner should review the package upon return and update job
plans as necessary.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach

•
•
•
•

Job Tasks can allow for better scheduling and improved cost tracking.
How many hours will make up your workday? You want Actuals = Estimates
Will you assign time estimates at the task level or to the parent?
Will you schedule individual tasks, or just the parent?

Sinclair Oil’s Approach

•

Assigning Spare Parts to Assets allows the Planner to quickly pick and choose the repair
materials needed for the job. This can eliminate time spent looking through drawings/files
and creating purchase requests manually.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
• Utilize Job Plans to greatly improve planning efficiency. We utilize for Job Plan revisions.
• This gives us history on what changes were made and why.
• Job Plans should be reviewed and updated on a regular basis. Are these plans accurate and being
utilized?

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
Currently Utilize Akwire’s vJobPlan Module to review Job Plans. This gives us a quick and simple way to
view and update our Job Plans. We can compare them to work order actuals, usage, etc…

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
Example Work Order Detail Report that is included with the Job
Package. It lists Work Order numbers, Labor Estimates, and Planned
Materials. This gets passed on to the craftsmen for reference.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach

Work Scheduling
•

1 Full time Maintenance Scheduler staffed.
–
–

•

Schedulers are staffed in other departments as well.
–

•

–

Supervisors update their job progress or reschedule jobs as needed. This has lightened the load on the
maintenance scheduler, shortened meetings, and increased accuracy.
Supervisors are most familiar with the work. Empower them to manage it!

Multiple Schedules are utilized and feed into one Master Schedule.
–

•

Inspections department staffs 1 scheduler, as does Project Engineering. Define who will schedule what
work, and who will oversee that.

Craft Supervisors have access to manipulate their schedule.
–

•

Will you need a backup scheduler when this person is gone?
What is the volume of work needing scheduled? Will you need more than one person?

This allows Schedulers to only see work relevant to them, and restricts what they are allowed to
reschedule.

Availability maintained by Maintenance Administrative Staff.
–

All time exceptions are approved by supervision and are handled by the administrative staff. Upon
approval, they are entered in Maximo by way of Akwire’s vCalendar. These exceptions then effect the
scheduling heat chart.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
Scheduler Responsibilities
•

Receive Job Packages and Place on Weekly Schedule.
–
–

•

Schedule and Adjust jobs as needed.
–

•

Schedule changes are made throughout the day and need to be updated to reflect work status.

Facilitate Daily/Weekly Scheduling Meetings
–
–
–

•

Scheduler receives Job Packages from Planners. The work orders are scheduled and time estimates
broken out according to craft heat chart and/or timelines given.
Job Package is stamped as received, counted, and passed on to responsible Craft Supervisor for
execution.

Currently have a Daily 2pm Scheduling meeting. The schedule is presented on a screen, and the current
jobs are reviewed and adjusted as needed.
Operations, Maintenance, Planners, and Scheduler are present. This allows for an open forum to
facilitate discussion and communication.
Who will need to be in your meeting? People pushing their requested work? Operations-Maintenance
Coordinators? It is important for the right people to be present.

Publish Daily Schedule
–

How will your Schedule be communicated? Spreadsheet? Webservice? Via Email distribution?
What time will your schedule be published?

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
Example of a Scheduling layout used by the scheduler. Akwire’s vScheduler
allows for a Craft Heat Chart and Visual Gantt. Look for a solution that
meets your needs. Consider GIS mapping, licensing, etc…

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
Different layouts can be used in different settings. Work can be grouped by
area for easier meeting review. Supervisors can filter to their work orders.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
This layout is utilized to export to an Excel Spreadsheet. This
Spreadsheet is then distributed via Email to a distribution list.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
The schedule allows for filtering of work and printing for reference.
What works best for your organization? Do you need a feedback loop?

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
Managing Availability
•

Who is going to enter your time exceptions?
–

•

What time exceptions are you going to need?
–

•

•

Will you have administrative support for entry? What is your process for leave time?

What do you want account for? Vacations, Floating Holidays, Sick Time, Bereavement, Training, PreArranged Medical visits, and Craft Step-Up to Supervision are all examples.

How important is accuracy in your availability?
–

The farther out you can predict your availability, the better you will be at weekly scheduling. How do
you know if you can move a job to a later date without having accurate availability?

–

Will you create exceptions by the hour? The half-day? How much do you want to manage?

–

Will you use this data to report vacation time remaining to employees? Do you want a way to calculate
hours against an exception code vs timecard or payroll data?

Will this be your only system to manage leave?
–

Maximo can be solely used to manage employee leave with the proper configuration.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
• The domain used within Maximo to create and manage Exception codes
is called RSNCODE.
• Modify the codes to align with your organizations needs.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
We knew we wanted to manage all leave in one central place, and only
enter it once. How would we do this? What do we need?
• We added two fields to the person record that we could calculate
against:
1. Yearly Vacation Hours
2. Yearly Floating Holiday Hours

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
We also assigned a
Calendar and a Shift to the
person record for each
employee.

• Maximo allows you to create multiple calendars for multiple
organizations.
• Multiple shifts can also be applied per calendar. This shift defines the
working hours that will be used to calculate the craft heat chart.
• What shifts are your employees working? Who will you be scheduling?
Do employees change shifts?
• Define the Holidays recognized by your organization and apply them to
your calendar as well.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
• Create the Calendars you will need in the Calendars module.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
• Define the day sequence and work hours per day.
• Apply the Shift to your calendar by clicking the box on the left and then click
Apply Shift.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
• Define your known Non-Working Time (Holidays) and apply it to the
calendar.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
• Once your Calendar and Shifts are
defined and applied to the Person
Records, you can start to modify
availability. You can do this by
going to the Person record, clicking
on Select Action, and then Modify
Person Availability.
• You can also look to Third Party
Solutions to manage availability
much quicker and easier. This can
be a tedious process inside of
Maximo.
• Time exceptions are stored in
within Maximo. One line is created
per exception.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
Exceptions are stored in the MODAVAIL table. The PersonID, Reason Code, Start
Time, End Time, Work Date, and Work Hours are stored with each line.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
We utilize Akwire’s vCalendar Module. This allows for quick and easy exception
entry. Administrative time is greatly reduced with this solution.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
Time exceptions translate to accurate, calculated values used for effective
scheduling.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
Now we know how to identify work, achieve planning success, manage availability,
and execute work effectively.
What else can be done to improve the Planning and Scheduling Process?
•

Failure Reporting – Essential for effective Reliability Engineering
– Utilize Failure Reporting to give a detailed work history of what was
performed against that asset.
– Include pertinent details (Adjustments, Special Tools, Checklist Items,
Information to aid Reliability Engineers or Planners, etc..)
– Use Failure Codes. This allows for detailed reporting on failure problems,
causes, and remedies. Costs can be associated to types of failures. What type
of repairs am I spending my money on? Why is this happening?

• Key Performance Indicators
– What indicators does my organization want to see for Planning and
Scheduling?
– How do I get this data? Will it be automated?
– Who is going to see this? How is it distributed? What will it look like?
– Make sure the data is relevant and will be looked at. Don’t KPI overload in
the beginning, keep it simple and grow from there.
– Continually evaluate where you are at, what you are seeing, and where you
want to be. Understand the Data.

Sinclair Oil’s Approach
Benefits of Planning and Scheduling
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Increased wrench ,me - Average is 25 - 35%. Leading prac,ce is more than 60%
Reduced Maintenance Over,me – average is the US is over 14%. Leading prac,ce is
below 4%).
Reduced outside contractor ,me.
Increased amount of work that is planned. Unplanned work 5 ,mes as costly as planned
work. Leading prac,ce is > 80% of all maintenance work is planned.
Reduced Down,me – What is the cost of down,me?
Reduced Stores Inventory – about 50% of the average maintenance budget is spent on
spare parts. In reac,ve organiza,ons up to 20% of spare parts is not needed.
• Stocking too many spare parts -- “just in case”
• Expedi,ng spare parts delivery (unplanned usage)
• Single item purchase orders
Improved Safety – Planned work in general is more safe
Improved processes and clearly deﬁned roles
Improved Metrics and asset and work force performance data analysis – you may
discover something you didn’t know.
Wasted energy consump,on: well maintained equipment requires 6 to 11% less energy
to operate than poorly maintained equipment.

Future Improvements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location Hierarchy - Foundation!
Craft Based Planning
Compliance Auditing through Akwire
Improved Work Order Reporting/Metrics
Improved Workflow/Work Groups
Tools and Materials Availability/Integration
Enhanced Training
Continued PM Development/Criticality

Takeaway’s
Planning and Scheduling is a continuous loop. Keep it Full Circle!
• Gather and analyze feedback from everyone in the Organization.
• Use that to improve your processes!
• Is there a better way to do things? Be open to ideas.
• Simple frustrations can lead to circumventing the systems in place. Make things
easy, and they will work for you. Make them hard, they will spiral downward.
• Your systems should be created to aid you. Remember they are configurable and
are capable of providing you with excellent tools, data, and insight.
• Garbage in = Garbage out. Keep it clean. If it clutters, is it really useful
information?
• Maintain your system. Are you creating something that you will not be able to
properly maintain? Is the information gained worth the time spent?
• Keep communication lines open. The more informed everyone is, the more they
feel like part of the team.
• Culture is the hardest thing to change. For many organizations, when you change
the culture, you achieve success.

Questions?

Program Highlights
• Attendee Survey
– Your feedback on this event is very important to
the GOMaximo Board.
•Access gomaximo.org/training to provide feedback on
specific training sessions
•Go to gomaximo.org/conference to let us know your
thoughts on the overall conference.

– Everyone who completes a survey will be entered
into a drawing for cash prizes.

